the invasion of allied troops of the Warsaw pact into Czechoslovakia in august 1968 impacted the development of Czechoslovak society at all levels and affected the lives of the entire population. the fortieth anniversary of the invasion in 2008 inspired many activities in academic and literary circles, in the media 2 as well as at the local or civic level. public commemorative events were organized by local activists and by those who experienced the invasion first hand.
academic interest and the inquiry of historians, political scientists, philosophers and other social scientists focusing on a particular historical milestone or era usually yield a broad spectrum of data, new findings and interpretations of the studied issue in various contexts and from various angles. results of the research in this case were presented in numerous forums -including seminars and conferences -and were published in specialized and popular science publications. For instance, the nationwide sme daily published digitalised editions of contemporary press from 21 august 1968 on its website over the course of the summer. in this fashion, many people of today had the opportunity to learn about contemporary reactions and interpretations of the occupation and its consequences on society.
razprave in razgledi / artiCles and essaYs ethnological research generally speaking emphasizes the study of everyday life at the micro-level of society. it primarily employs qualitative methods, and its findings provide data complementary to those collected through the heuristic study of archival documents. Findings of our field research represent various subjective interpretations of historical events and processes; they focus on mechanisms of remembering or re-constructing individual histories or that of certain social groups in the context of the macro-history of various historical periods.
in my paper i deal with the partial findings of my research concerning the construction and concrete content of memories of people belonging to one generation in a particular town concerning the year 1968. in my research, i applied diverse oral history methods with which i have been working since the mid-1990s. i interpret my data within the framework of the characteristics of the town and its life as recorded in written documents i have studied in the archives of the town of trenčín. 4 i defined my research sample as people representing one generation, or more precisely, one same-age group who in the year 1968 either reached at least 18 years of age or finished their secondary or college studies and were less than 30 years of age. it means that this group consists of people born between the years 1938 and 1950. What this specific group of people of diverse educational, social, class, ethnic, religious or other backgrounds has in common is the experience of being the youngest generation of an urban population in the given period. during the 1960s, this group who had just come of age started to project their own independent life and formulate their professional, social, political and personal plans, which they tried to carry out in the atmosphere of the period. 5 in current academic and public discourse, the 1960s -especially its second half -are often, even stereotypically, labeled as a period of political thaw and gradual democratization. i wanted to know whether and in what terms such a stereotypical statement is mentioned in the testimonies of my respondents. the collective memory of the "youth of the 1960s" is part of the collective memory of the town's citizens. What is included in this collective memory, does it influence the official memory of the town or does it remain unofficial? in my research i focused on the construction and contents of the memory of a certain age group of inhabitants of one town with emphasis on a concrete historical period: the 1960s. in studying the concrete contents of collective memory, we come across the concept of historical memory denoting a set of information about the common history of a given group, or about common experiences occurring in a certain historical period. in this case we cannot speak of a systematic description of the past but about the more or less purposeful and selective explanation of the past and recent events. as social psychologist 4 i studied proceedings from the meetings of the municipal council and its particular departments, the Chronicle of Trenčín 1960 Trenčín -1970 as well as local periodicals and newspapers published by local factories. 5 one important fact in the context of the presented theme is that in the studied period there was no college or university located in trenčín.
viera bačová writes about historical memory: "perhaps the key motive of its functioning is to explain, understand, excuse or critique the current state of affairs (both private and public)" (bačová 1996: 19) .
i collected my data with the aid of interviews and biographical narratives as methods for compiling oral history. in doing so i worked with the concept of collective/social memory. the term social memory was coined by maurice halbwachs, who wanted to underscore the social nature of remembering and the importance of shared ideas for a group or collectivity. as this French sociologist has pointed out, the transfer of memories always takes place in certain social frameworks or contexts. the concept of social/collective memory has been on the rise since the 1980s and has been accorded various meanings -both broader or narrower -in addition to different adjectives (historical, cultural, national, etc.) . 6 nonetheless, neither its originator nor his followers have provided us with its precise definition. therefore, it is important to define the concept of memory within the context of concrete research.
in the collection as well as the analysis of biographical narratives, i focused on the ways in which people expressed themselves about the given historical period and the themes they employed. in my analysis, i presupposed that the concept of memory has two interrelated meanings: as memory processes and as memory contents.
the former meaning of the term is related to processes of remembering or forgetting, while the latter meaning points to certain complex sets of information about the past. i followed the thesis that the information stored in memories is not fixed and immutable. the memory of a group or collectivity is formed only by what is repeated or passed on in remembering as well as by what group members have in common -shared information. this can be, for instance, shared ideas (about their own group, historical period, etc.), values, norms, behaviors as well as communication of group members with others outside of the group. a complementary part of the memory construction process (remembering) is forgetting. in relation to oral history methodologies, which i apply in my research of the group memory of this particular age group, sociologist zuzana kusá (1995) highlighted several facts that oral history researchers ought to take into account:
-Selective nature of memory. From the perspective of present-day interests and knowledge, each act of remembering is a reconstruction of the past from the perspective of the present through the prism of the present values and norms of the narrator, thus combining current and past attitudes. h. porter). this refers to the selection of memories based on the fact that humans suppress negative and traumatic experiences. as psychiatrist imrich ruisel (2005) pointed out, historical triumphs or traumas are an exception. in these cases, social memory leads to the stabilization of memories and their anchoring in the consciousness of the following generations. therefore, holocaust survivors are generally considered to be the bearers of permanent memory, for example. -Selection and character of the story. this is related to the mentioned need to preserve self-esteem in constructing one's life story. in general, people telling their life story strive to present their lives as a sequence of events that led them to end up in a certain position in which they want to see themselves or in which they want to be perceived by others. an important question related to distortion of memory arises when using oral history methods and in studying the functioning of memory. distortion, if we disregard conscious suppression, can be caused by various factors related to the evaluation of the past through the prism of the present. this results in distortion of the remembered past due to facts and events that happened "after" the period in question. in addition, a so-called egocentric distortion can take place. it is important to keep in mind that the collection of biographical narratives does not represent a simple retrieval of information, and that it may not even represent a "pure" reproduction of information. the construction of memories and life stories consists in the combination of unrelated recollections of older with newer ones and their links with new knowledge and opinions. monika vrzgulova, the Year 1968 in the memorY oF one generation ColleCtion oF biographiCal narratives among a same-age group i started my research at the beginning of 2008 via unofficial meetings and probes "on the spot" that led to the creation of an initial database of respondents of the defined age group or cohort. as these were just initial meetings -a kind of preparation to better know people -i decided to use non-structured interviews. this way i explained my goals and objectives as well as the whole research process and data evaluation to the participants. i used the biographical method and emphasized the chronological order in respondents' construction of their life stories in the first "real" interviews. my objective was to gain an idea about: -the verbal skills of respondents, -the family setting in which they grew up, -their personal, family and other life situation in the 1960s, -their interests, strategies, plans and goals that they formulated for themselves in the process of projecting their own future. When employing the biographical method, 8 both the researcher and the respondent become parts of the recollection process, which includes the retrieval of memories and the interpretation or reinterpretation of the respondent's life story. individual memory is a very specific database of information that people have acquired either directly through their own experience or indirectly. in the process of recollection, the respondent selectively retrieves these data. individual memory consists of rational knowledge, emotions and attitudes that often do not have a real foundation as well as stereotypes or prejudices. recollection is a process of actualization of the past. the ability to remember certain events or facts is considered to be the ability of an individual. how an individual remembers, what she or he remembers and what she or he either overlooks or deliberately conceals is influenced by his or her social setting: one's family, friends, peers, occupational, local or other social group. therefore each individual memory is considered to be socially, collectively determined. the memory retrieval process is also constantly influenced by current context, meaning, social climate as well as the situation, disposition or ambitions of the respondent. the researcher also influences the process of memory selection -at least indirectly through his/her presence. For the individual act of recollection, it is therefore important when, where, to whom and why the person relates his/her memories. in this manner, various interpretations of certain 8 just as in the case of other social sciences, narrative interviewing in ethnology represents one of the steps in the biographical method. these are interviews of a researcher with a respondent that are most frequently carried out in a semi-structured format. such a narrative interview usually comprises continuous talking on the part of the respondent (interviewee) while the researcher (the interviewer) tries to minimize his or her interventions. in other cases, such an interview can be composed of questions posed by the researcher and the respondent's answers. in the latter case, the researcher tries to elaborate and gain more in depth information about the particular problem or issue he or she is pursuing. i employed the latter interview method in my research.
historical events emerge in the process of recollection, and different memories about the experience of the same historical reality are selected.
the respondent ensures his/her continuity in time through recollections that represent the foundation of a biographical narrative. both individuals and groups confirm their identity and integrity in this manner. the identity of an individual is made up of particular layers of his/her roles that flexibly change or shift in everyday life and that are based on a continuous process of construction and reconstruction of networks of relations with other people and groups.
an individual who defines himself/herself as a member of a certain group adopts its norms, values and mores, regarding them as his/her own. the intensity of this adoption depends on the strength of people's identification with a certain social group. psychology and social psychology see processes of identity construction as individual processes. ethnology pays attention to the social and cultural foundations of identity in which memory plays an important role.
my respondents have never formed a formal group with a compact inner structure. What they have in common is the historical experience of the same generation that determined the course of their lives. they represented a specific age group of single young adults in a particular urban space in the 1960s who were finishing or who just finished their studies and were gaining new experiences, knowledge, and skills in their first jobs. although in terms of their social, ethnic or religious, educational or occupational backgrounds they were a rather heterogeneous group, their age was the common factor that to a certain degree also determined their status and position in the social hierarchy of the town.
What kind of data did i get from the first interviews? in addressing this question, it is important to keep in mind that the context in which i addressed my potential respondents endowed the whole process with a special dimension. the first meetings took place at the beginning of 2008, which was the year of the 40th anniversary of the invasion of the Warsaw pact troops into Czechoslovakia in 1968. the official state media -television and radio -invoked the date of 21 august in historical documentaries as well as in discussions of experts and historians about the events of 1968. however, they did not offer the public more in depth or new findings. these can be found in specialised historical journals published in those times by experts from the historical institute of the slovak academy of sciences (sav). Whether these works were made accessible to the general public was and still is disputed. events connected with the august 1968 occupation and its consequences were also commemorated in an informal or private manner, within families or groups of friends as well as peer groups. For some people, it was an important topic that they needed to address, while others were not willing to reminisce on the given era. this was clearly evident in the first reactions of the respondents -whether they wanted to cooperate with me or not. For my respondents, the tanks of august 1968 were a turning point in their lives. but what did it mean for them -what had their lives been like before and after? how do they remember this historical period, how do they speak about it? these were the questions in which i was interested. Yet getting answers to these questions represents a long process of which i am completing only the early stages.
the first outcomes of my analysis of the collected biographical narratives allow me to sketch preliminary images common to the "young generation of the 1960s" that can be considered to be part of their collective memory.
at the moment, the material can be divided into the following groups: -contexts of the life of the youth in the town in the 1960s, -the moment of the Warsaw pact troops invasion, -reactions to the invasion, -the consequences of the invasion and life after it. i start from the premise that what we can regard as the memory of a certain group is only what the group members share: information that is repeated and passed on, e.g. shared images, values, norms, behaviors and mutual communication. When we look at the particular narratives through this premise, it is possible to see a common thread in individual narratives.
First of all, we can detect those elements that according to the interpretation of its members were characteristic of the group and were part of the construction of the group in the studied period. these were -besides external features such as clothes, haircuts, manners, addresses and figures of speech -also certain stable meeting places and common activities confirming the existence of the group -both among its members and externally.
given the roles ascribed to and played by my respondents and the nature of the group to which they belonged, one common theme of their biographical narratives was leisure activities -their forms, the places where they occurred and their formal or informal organization.
given that its members lived in a small town, 9 the existence of the studied age-group was confirmed by everyday face-to-face communication of its members as well as both formal and informal inter-group communication. their meeting places included for the most part the public spaces of the town, particularly in its historical center. the main square with a fenced park and a plaque column in its center was such a "traditional" meeting place. in the 1960s, there was also a promenade (korzo) that unfolded in the square, allowing for intergenerational verbal and non-verbal communication among all town inhabitants. For young adults, this was a strategically important place where everybody could be seen and all people could meet. there, according to those who used to go there for a stroll, people could meet with their peers even without prearranging their get-togethers or find new friends or partners. (w., 1951) another "common point" for the studied age group were the so called five o'clock teas -dances at which mostly local music bands played. these dances took place at clubs established by local factories and state-run enterprises (called workplace clubs). the clubs served primarily for the leisure activities of their employees, and they usually hosted a rich plethora of other events in addition to dances. these included meetings of local organizations of the Communist party, trade unions and other organizations united in the national Front; commemorative events organized for various historical and political anniversaries; exhibits and performances of various artists, professional and amateur theaters, music bands, dance ensembles, and choirs; discussions with politicians, artists, and scientists; and other varied social events such as cabaret shows, balls and dances. the narratives indicate that "each club had its own music band" playing a certain kind of music attracting a certain kind of audience.
As concerns Trenčín, in that period
We (m., 1943 ) the most popular and important "teas" took place in the historical center of the town on the main square -in the local cultural center (the house of Culture) informally called osveta. that was the place where they "all" used to meet. hearing the first tones of music, all young people sitting in the park would move to osveta.
in the current academic and public discourse, the 1960s -and especially its second half -are often, even stereotypically, labeled as a period of political thaw and gradual democratization. Yet what did this mean in the everyday life of the young generation living in one town?
how is this situation reflected in their biographical narratives? one sign of some limited freedom of expression that repeatedly springs up in the narratives is the increasing trend of activities initiated and carried out from the bottom-up -civic initiatives that were only formally carried out under the auspices of some established organization -usually the Youth union or the management of workplace clubs. it was these workplace clubs 10 that in the second half of the 1960s created a platform for the young people in trenčín to realize their activities. having successfully organized unofficial parades of local youth music bands and theaters in the workplace clubs, leaders of youth groups strove to get their own place. so in may 1968, the representatives of the youth met with the representatives of the municipal Council, the municipal committee of the Communist party and the district council to discuss the establishment of the Youth Club.
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besides the workplace clubs, another meeting place was the summer cinema near the brezina park close to the town tower (the lower gate -remnants of the town fortification). in addition to movies, the place hosted concerts, dances, theater and cabaret shows. the social thaw was evident mostly in the content of social and cultural events: in music, in showing Western films as well as in Czechoslovak ones, particularly films made by the new generation of filmmakers. For instance, at the end of the 1960s, the gustav brom orchestra 12 played jazz and swing which for many years had been prohibited as bourgeois at concerts organized for students. in addition, the local music scene was very varied, and amateur bands would meet at mandatory auditions 13 at which committees decided about their further existence. the musicians playing in the bands were either local inhabitants or musicians doing their military service in the army band of the eastern military division located in trenčín. 14 10 this concerned especially clubs established by state enterprises merina, tos, odevné závody, bavlnárske závody, aoz trenčín -zlatovce. venues were also provided by two movie theatersmoskva and hviezda (the former army house), the regional museum, the regional library and the City Cultural Center. (m., 1942) in 1968, the activities of young people who fancied big beat music gradually gained a concrete shape, and trenčín became the venue of the first regional beat festival. 15 the efforts to freely express themselves through artistic means represent a significant feature of the young generation. in the studied period, trenčín also had several amateur theater ensembles as well as a poetry theater that staged authors whom the communist power deemed controversial -e.g. laco novomeský or vladimír Clementis. 16 the political events of the year 1968 also became the catalyst of civic initiatives in local cultural and social life. "the human face of socialism" with the broad, media-friendly smile of alexander dubček regularly appeared in the local daily Trenčianske noviny, once also including an interview with his mother. he was presented and perceived as the "guy next door" from the trenčín region and a guarantor of a freer life -albeit within the scope of the socialist regime. the biographical narratives also reflect the fact that young people believed in the possibility of reforming the regime, and this significantly influenced their opinions, decisions and acts. 15 its organizer was the association of Youth Clubs of slovakia and the municipal Youth Council of trenčín. in 1969, the second regional beat festival also took place, but its further continuation was precluded by the period of "normalization" following the soviet invasion. 16 other topics include: -reactions of peer group members as well as the first reactions and strategies of their family members; -descriptions of and opinions about soviet soldiers; -the atmosphere in the town; razprave in razgledi / artiCles and essaYs -the gradual "normalization" 17 of the local community, with political measures and far-reaching consequences for the young actors of civic "resistance". the construction of memories about 21 august 21 1968 reflects astonishment and surprise about the unbelievable nature of the situation; in addition they also contain statements about the inevitability of the invasion. in this case, however, we are rather dealing with consequences of the evaluation of a historical event through the prism of later experiences and knowledge.
21 august 1968 turned trenčín into a town in mourning. 18 at noon, factory sirens were turned on in protest against the presence of the troops in the town; people hung black flags and placed pictures of alexander dubček in their windows. the Czechoslovak flag was placed on the top of the castle. local newspapers published supportive op-eds and articles expressing trust in the government and communist leaders led by a. dubček, as did the national media. protests texts -direct reactions to the occupation -were later used against their authors as well as against the newspapers, which later disclaimed their "august activities" or made excuses for them on the grounds that the situation had been unclear and confusing. representatives of local and regional organizations united in the national Front would meet at ad hoc meetings and express their support for a. dubček, the government and their reform agenda. 19 trenčín, which was the headquarters of the eastern (or second) division of the 17 in general, "normalization" is a term used to define a political orientation of the leadership of the Communist party of Czechoslovakia (kpCs) after the invasion of the Warsaw pact troops on 21 august 1968. the democratization process of the "Czechoslovak spring" was abruptly halted with the publication of the so-called moscow protocol of august 1968 to the Xiv. Congress of Communist party of Czechoslovakia (kpCs) in may 1971, or better yet, with the ideological document on normalization titled "lessons from the crisis: developments in the party and society", published in december 1970 after the 13th kpCs congress. normalization and its socio-political consequences left significant marks on slovak and Czech societies that are evident to the present day, despite the change of the social system. it wasn't until recently that november 1989 was considered to be the end of normalization. however, a more in-depth analysis of events in society in the 1980s demonstrates that various foreign political factors as well as problems in the Czecho-slovak state enabled the Czech and slovak societies to begin to free themselves from normalization in the mid 1980s. the era of normalization was a more moderate form of anti-communist oppression than that of the era of 1950s stalinism. For example, although many people were persecuted, judicial murders in political processes did not occur anymore. throughout the entire era of normalization, soviet troops were deployed on the territory of Czecho-slovakia. For more information see: http://www.history.sav.sk/zatkuliak/zatkuliak_normalizacia.pdf. 18 this picture was recorded also by the local press. see: e.g. articles zazneli sirény. Trenčianske noviny 9 (34a), 21. 8. 1968, 2; trenčín v smútku. Trenčianske noviny 9 (34b), 24. 8. 1968, 2. 19 this was the case of the district meeting of the Communist party that took place at merina trenčín on 30 august 1968. For more details see: naše politické krédo bolo a vždy bude socializmus. Trenčianske noviny 9 (35), 3. 9. 1968, 1, 4. a similar atmosphere was also at the plenary meeting of the district committee of the Communist party, during which female participants approved the action plan and sent a gift of flowers in support to the mother of alexander dubček. see: (mg), ako ďalej v ženskom hnutí. Trenčianske noviny 9 (38), 24. 9. 1968, 3. 20 despite this fact, or even because of it, the inhabitants of trenčín organized a demonstration in october to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the formation of Czechoslovakia by organizing grandiose fireworks over trenčín castle. 21 interpretations of direct reactions to the august events in individual biographical narratives can be divided into two main groups. the first contains positions of passive observers of the events, comments of the "silent majority"; the second consists of descriptions of the situation as seen by activists, actors of the protests held in town. interpretations in both groups have the same aim: to give meaning to peoples' acts, explain the reasons for their concrete behavior and thinking. in some cases, a rational meaning is added ex post to spontaneous acts of unplanned resistance, such as in the case of a group of young men who in their workplace in odevné závody flung down a huge soviet star from the roof of the main building. one of the actors explains this action with hindsight of forty years. although this was a spontaneous, unplanned act, in the context of following events it gained new meanings; however, it also had tragic consequences for the actors and their families in the time of the onset of "normalization".
the interpretations of active resistance participants are on the other end of the spectrum of memories. several young people formed a resistance group that consciously and in a premeditated fashion expressed their disagreement with the occupation.
The (m., 1946) although it may sound paradoxical, the narratives equally state that in spite of the controversial nature of the situation and their emotions, they evaluate their "resistance" activities now as the best part of their life during that period: they acted spontaneously in accordance with their convictions and expressed their opinion. the memories about the soviet soldiers -descriptions of their appearance and behavior -are very similar. the initial anger of people gradually turned into the feelings of pity for their neglected appearance and poor condition. "reliable information" was going around that they were hungry and fearful, as if these facts were to magnify the psychological and moral prevalence of the local people over the invaders. the fact that privates were not allowed to speak with people confirmed their conviction that "common, low ranking soldiers were brainwashed by their commanders".
In (m., 1942 ) spontaneous social events were gradually replaced by organized activities with controlled participation. grass-root initiatives were suddenly not welcome. Young people started to meet in private apartments. the summer cinema was closed down and it gave way in the 1970s to the construction of the new building of the district council of the Communist party that local people called "the white house". due to this construction, trenčín lost one part of its suburbs and a small business neighborhood.
the beginning of the 1970s is in the biographical narratives connected to feelings of uncertainty, political "examinations" and existential problems. the examinations are mentioned in connection with so-called "normalization troikas." many recollected their experiences with the secret police, police interrogations and laws suits.
People all participants in the research agreed to at least one structured interview about their life in the 1960s, reflected through the prism of the anniversary of august 1968. they often labeled themselves as the "lost generation" that had lost its ideals and the opportunity to fulfill its plans for the future. some even expressed their regrets about not having emigrated to the West. 22 i do not have enough data at present about the intergenerational transfer of august 1968 experiences within families, but i will deal with this question in further interviews. my decision to study this issue was influenced by the commemoration of the august 1968 events in trenčín -or rather by were attempts at it. in 2003, some actors of august 1968 in trenčín established an association titled "equality -Fraternity -liberty" as well as a civic association titled mY '68. on the occasion of the 40th anniversary on 21 august 1968, the members of these associations organized a memorial event in trenčín's main square. they installed an exhibition of documentary photographs that was to present the events that had taken place in the town forty years ago. the exhibition was interesting mostly for present-day young people, but the number of young visitors did not meet the expectations of the organizers. only several dozens of contemporaries -the youth of the 1960s -gathered in the square. this event was reflected upon by my respondents, who did not hide their disappointment with the low attendance of the exhibit as well as with the disinterest of young people in the recent past.
ConClusions the memories of the members of the "youth of the 1960s" group form part of the collective memory of the town's inhabitants. my aim was to find out the nature of the memories connected with the 1960s -and with august 1968 in particular -as well as with their reflections on and interpretations of the given era. my findings include the following: the monitored era of the 1960s is remembered in the public discourse of slovak society as a period of "thaw" when the communist regime loosened its omnipresent control; this was felt mainly in the area of the society's cultural life. 22 given the fact that my field study is only in its initial phases i focused on memories until 1968 or 1969 in my first recorded interviews. the period of "political normalization" and its impact on the lives of members of the young generation will be studied further in my follow-up meetings with my respondents.
towns confirm a lack of interest on the part of young people in our past and point to a historical "unconsciousness" of the young generation in slovakia. this fact also underscores the need to continue research and to focus as well on the issue of intergenerational transfer of historical/social memory. Current research findings point to the fact that the memory of the "youth of the 1960s" remains an unofficial part of the memory of town inhabitants and its infiltration into public discourse is (maybe) yet to be expected. an examination of the ways, intensity and channels through which this group's memory will penetrate the collective memory of the town's inhabitants or its public discourse represents yet another issue for further research.
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